Netskope and Crowdstrike
The increasing use of cloud services and the ability to access them from any device makes cloud
and endpoint critical points for security. Netskope and CrowdStrike together create a defense-inbreadth solution, extending advanced threat detection across endpoints, and into cloud applications.
Automated exchange of threat information between Netskope and CrowdStrike reduces the time
required for cloud threat detection, forensic analysis and prevention.

• Automated forensic sharing between cloud and endpoint protection solutions

QUICK GLANCE

• Accelerated response in blocking malicious actors
• Comprehensive visibility and remediation of threats across cloud and endpoints
• Adaptive access policy for cloud based on endpoint security posture
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endpoints. When new malware is discovered in the

Threat forensics exchanged between cloud and
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cloud, Netskope is able to pass the malicious file hash to

The CrowdStrike Falcon Endpoint Protection Platform

alert on affected endpoints and/or prevent the malicious
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protection engine and shares detected IOCs to bolster
Netskope’s already-robust malware detection. Together
CrowdStrike and Netskope’s enhanced capability provides
joint customers with increased real-time, actionable
threat forensics and enhanced malware protection on
both endpoint and in the cloud. Netskope can enrich
CrowdStrike by sharing data on new threats discovered
within cloud services and from websites visited by
endpoints. In return, CrowdStrike can leverage this
information to provide Netskope with details of endpoints
which may already be compromised by the threat.
Closed-loop remediation between cloud and endpoints
Netskope is able to detect and remediate threats, such
as malware, being submitted or residing within cloud
services. To close the loop for newly discovered cloud

CrowdStrike and based on this file hash CrowdStrike can

Adaptive access control based on endpoint security
posture
A key benefit of cloud services is the ability to access
them from anywhere and from any device. However,
unfettered access to unsanctioned cloud services
(Shadow IT) is often a vector for malware or more
advanced threats to enter an organization. To address
this, Netskope provides device classification capabilities
that enable the identification of processes running on
devices accessing cloud services. Netskope is able to
evaluate if the CrowdStrike agent processes are running
on Windows and macOS endpoints and apply adaptive
access control policies based on the result. For example,
Netskope can allow uploads to cloud services only from
endpoint devices that are secured by CrowdStrike.

threats, Netskope integrates with CrowdStrike to drive
discovery and prevention across an organization’s

Netskope is the leader in cloud security. We help the world’s largest organizations take advantage of cloud and web without
sacrificing security. Our patented Cloud XD technology targets and controls activities across any cloud service or website and
customers get 360-degree data and threat protection that works everywhere. We call this smart cloud security.
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